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Abstract 

Global climate change is one of the most impressive and daunting challenges of the 
21st century, that must ultimately be dealt with by changing the way people consume 
natural resources. Many people are committed to doing their part by changing their 
personal consumption habits, but often struggle to quantify aspects of their energy con
sumption, and may not have a clear picture of their habits. This report introduces and 
Android Footprint Monitor, an Android smart phone application that collects and dis
plays users' energy and resource consumption data. By providing users with feedback 
on their consum ption, they may more easily identify areas of consum ption that can be 
easily reduced. The principle innovation of this application is in the collection of data 
via networked hardware sensors, i.e. "internet of things" devices. As a proof-of-concept 
of such a networked hardware model, this report also discusses a WiFi enabled power 
strip that measures instantaneous power consumption and records energy consumption 
over time, which are both accessed by the Footprint Monitor application. These two 
subsystems form a model for comprehensive consumption monitoring - by leveraging 
other networked consumption sensors in future work, a more complete consumption 
profile may be formed for a user, providing him or her with even more feedback about 
consumption performance in a greater variety of consumption areas. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Global climate change is one of today's greatest and most urgent challenges to today's 
society, and particularly to today'd engineers. Significant recent climate change trends have 
already been well-documented: over the past century, average global temperatures have 
risen by roughly 1.4°F [3, 1], and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has reached over 400 
parts per million, the highest level it has reached in 650,000 years [3]. These changes are 
almost certainly attributable to human activities [1, 2], and have serious consequences for 
the global environment. The drastic consequences of an increase in temperature include, but 
are not limited to, rising sea levels, an increase in severe weather patterns such as hurricanes 
and droughts, increasing species extinctions, and increased deforestation [2]. In short, such 
climate trends are due to the fact that people consume natural resources excessively, and 
produce waste through consumption faster than it can be processed by the environment. 
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Figure 1: Temperature trends over the past 50 years [3] 

In order to halt and reverse these climate change trends, it will be essential for people 
to reduce their consumption of existing natural resources. This concept is embodied in the 
idea of sustain ability, the idea that people should consume natural resources and produce 
waste products at a rate less than or equal to the rate at which the environment can process 
them. 

Many general strategies may be employed to achieve sustainability. Investigations into 
new, alternative, or renewable resources can reduce the impact of our consumption of certain 
resources. For instance, developing nuclear, solar, or wind technology for generating electrical 
power can supply people with the same amount of power while reducing the amount of 
fossil fuels that must be burned to provide that power. Another strategy for sustainability 
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is through developing more efficient innovations to existing technologies. Designing more 
efficient power generation facilities and more efficient lightbulbs falls into this category, as 
well as practices like recycling that make more efficient use of raw materials and create more 
efficient solid waste streams. A third sustainability strategy is to design systems to help 
people simply reduce their consumption of environmental resources. For example, motion 
sensor light switches can reduce overall consumption by switching lights off in unoccupied 
rooms. 

The Android Footprint Monitor is designed to employ the third strategy: helping users to 
reduce their consumption directly. Presently, consumption infrastructure does not provide a 
clear system for helping users monitor their consumption. Therefore it is difficult for people 
to be mindful of the rate at which they consume such resources. This system is designed 
to provide such a monitoring infrastructure to provide consumers with very clear feedback 
about their consumption habits, so that they may identify areas of wasteful consumption 
and take measures to eliminate those areas. 

1.2 The Internet of Things 

The Footprint Monitor system introduced here provides feedback to users by collecting data 
on how and when they consume certain resources. This data could potentially be collected 
via user input, i.e. journaling about habits by the user. However, a more robust and revealing 
way of providing feedback is via direct and automatic measurement with hardware. To do 
this, this system is designed to leverage the power of 'The internet of things'. The idea 
of 'an internet of things' is the idea of having a multitude of small computing devices and 
embedded systems that can communicate via the internet. The principle advantage of an 
internet of things system is to provide highly distributed automation and sensing for real
world applications, and with low hardware costs. 

By leveraging distributed sensing networks, the Footprint Monitor system can monitor 
any number of streams of consumption data that are automatically generated by an array 
of devices designed to sense a user's natural resource consumption. This method of data 
collection is stronger that a user-journaling system, and is also highly general and modular. 
As new consumption-sensing devices are created, they can be easily incorporated into the 
existing application framework to provide more complete feedback to the user. 

1.3 System Overview 

The general system architecture for the Footprint Monitor is shown in figure 2. The central 
hub of the application, the android user interface, draws data directly from the networked 
sensing components, and from archives in a cloud storage service. Each networked device, 
including the wifi power strip, collects data from its environment, makes data available to 
the application, and logs data to cloud storage. The power strip, which serves as a proxy 
for all other potential sensing applications in the general system framework, draws data 
from current sensors built into the strip. In addition, the power strip provides granular 
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Figure 2: General System Architecture 

outlet control, allowing the user to switch specific outlets on and off remotely through the 
application. Implementation details are discussed in greater depth in the next section 

2 Methods 

2.1 Power Strip 

2.1.1 Functionality 

The WiFi Power Strip, which acts as a proxy for the greater system model, has three primary 
features added to the base functionality of providing outlets for user appliances. First, the 
power strip measures the instantaneous power consumption (Watts) for each outlet. Second, 
the energy consumption per hour is calculated (kilowatt-hours), and is logged to a cloud 
storage service. Third, the outlets can be switched on and off via solid state relays so that 
the user can switch off devices remotely that are consuming unnecessarily much power. A 
general schematic outline of the power strip is shown in figure 3. Power and Energy data 
are generated by first measuring the current draw through each outlet using coil current 
sensors (figure 5). Outlet control is performed using solid state relays (figure 7). Control 
of the entire system, as well as communication over the network, is performed by a Spark 
Core micro controller (figure 4). In addition, data that needs to be archived is stored in 
a database provided by Xively, a cloud-storage service specifically designed for internet of 
things devices. These components are discussed in the next sections. 

2.1.2 Microcontroller - Spark Core 

To process the output of the currents sensors, control the relays, and interface with the rest 
of the Footprint Monitor system, a micro controller with a network adapter was required. 
The micro controller selected for this project was the Spark Core (see figure 4). The spark 
core has an ARM Cortex M3 processor, 2MB of flash storage, 20KB of RAM, and a Texas 
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Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of the Power Strip 

Instruments CC3000 Wi-Fi module. This microcontroller was chosen because it provides 
very simple built-in tools for internet communication, as well as open-source libraries for 
interfacing with a number of cloud-storage services, including Xively. 

Figure 4: Spark Core Microcontroller 

Firmware development for the Spark Core is done through a web-based IDE, and firmware 
is written in a language very similar to the C-Style Arduino Programming Language. Once 
firmware has been written, it is uploaded to the Core exclusively through the internet - a 
very different upload process from other microcontrollers, which typically require a physical 
connection, such as a serial connection. With the Spark Core, a serial connection is only 
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necessary for debugging, and for providing network credentials to the controller. 
The spark core also has a very useful API (application programming interface) for ac

cessing and modifying controller data from an external application. The Spark API commu
nicates over HTTP, so API requests are handled through GET and POST requests, over the 
internet. The API works by allowing the firmware engineer to write what are called "Spark 
Variables" and "Spark Functions" into programs. Registering some variable as a "Spark vari
able" allows the value of that variable to be returned by an API GET request, and registering 
some function as a "Spark function" allows that function to be executed via an API POST 
request. an API call returns an HTTP response in the form of a JSON (Javascript Object 
Notation) Object containing data that was requested or return values from functions. 

One disadvantage of the Spark Core is that the WiFi adapter draws up to 150mA while 
powered on, and must be powered on in order to log power or energy data, or receive control 
commands. Power performance is significantly improved by putting the WiFi module into 
a sleep state, but in its current form, the power strip does not implement this power-saving 
feature. The hope of this subsystem is that the power consumption feedback provided to 
the user by the power strip can encourage great enough power savings to significantly offset 
the wasteful consumption by the WiFi module. 

2.1.3 Power Measurement - Current Sensors 

Power consumption in each outlet of the power strip is measured by first measuring the 
current draw through the outlet. This is done using a non-invasive current sensor, specifically 
a Split Core Current Transformer, shown in figure 5. The body of the sensor is made up 
of a magnetic coil that clips around the wire whose current is being measured. As current 
passes through the load wire, induction causes a magnetic field to be generated around the 
wire. The magnetic flux through the sensor coil then generates a voltage in the terminals 
of the device. The magnetic field is proportional to the current through the wire, and the 
voltage output of the sensor is proportional to the magnetic flux, so the output voltage of 
the sensor is proportional to the current through the wire. The maximum current rating of 
the sensor is 30 Amps, but the analog processing circuitry is designed to handle a maximum 
of 5 Amps. This is because the solid state relays are also rated at 5 amps, and scaling the 
sensor output accordingly allows greater accuracy. 

The microcontroller reads voltages between 0 and 5 volts, so the output from the sensor 
is first processed by some analog circuitry to generate a signal in this range. In addition, the 
output signal from the sensor varies with the period of the current of the load wire, so the 
raw output voltage follows a 60Hz sine wave. This signal is processed in analog to provide 
the Spark Core with a simple signal to read. A circuit diagram of the analog processing 
setup is shown in figure 6. Initially the output voltage varies about 0 Volts, and since we 
want a signal between 0 and 5 Volts, we measure the raw output relative to ~, Where Vdd 

is the supply voltage of the Spark Core. Then a burden resistor is used to scale this voltage 
to our desired range of 0-5. A diode is used to acquire a rectified DC signal that is easily 
read by the microcontroller. Capacitors in the circuit are included to filter out signal noise 
and extreme spikes in output voltage. 
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Figure 5: Coil Current Sensors for power measurement 

Current Sensor Spark Core 

Gnd Output Vdd Input 

Figure 6: Diagram of analog processing circuitry for the current sensor 

To acquire a value for the actual current through the wire, a proportionality constant 
was calculated to relate the output voltage to the current. This was done by measuring the 
sensor's output voltage while connected to a powered-off appliance, Va!!, and then measuring 
the voltage while connected to a powered-on appliance Von with a known current draw Ion . 
The constant is then given by the following equations: 

(Vaff - Von) x k = Ion 

k = (Vaff - Von) 
Ion 

With a constant of proportionality, a current value can be easily acquired. Assuming 
that there is no phase difference between voltage and current in our load signal, we can 
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acquire a figure for power consumption by simply multiplying current by 120V, the standard 
line voltage in the US. This assumption causes inaccuracy in power measurement in the case 
of inductive loads, such as motors, but typical inductive loads have a power factor that is 
greater than 0.7, so we can establish a lower bound on errors of this type at 70%. 

2.1.4 Outlet Control - Solid State Relays 

Each outlet in the power strip can be remotely switched on or off. This function is performed 
by Omron G3NA Solid-State Relays, shown below in figure 7. Solid state relays are switching 
devices that open or close a load circuit via a control voltage applied across the input 
terminals. If the voltage across the input terminals in above a certain voltage threshold, 
the switch is closed, and the circuit is powered. Conversely, when the voltage across the 
terminals drops below a certain threshold, the switch is opened, and the circuit is turned 
off. The Relays selected for the power strip are rated for a maximum of 5 Amps. The relays 
are controlled via a control voltage from the micro controller , that is either OV (off) or 3.3V 
(on). The relays used for this project are rather large, but much smaller relays are available, 
and would make it much easier to compactly package the power strip. 

Figure 7: Solid State Relays for outlet control 

2.1.5 Cloud Storage - Xively 

for storing certain data for long-term periods of time so that it may be reviewed later, the 
power strip logs energy-consumption data to a cloud-based server provided by Xively, a 
service that provides storage specifically for internet of things applications. Many services 
similar to Xively exist for internet of things applications, but Xively was chosen for this 
project because it is easy to use, and because libraries exist for accessing Xively's databases 
both from the Spark Core, and from Android. 

Xively is structured as follows: Each Xively user has a number of devices, each of which 
can have multiple "feeds". Each feed contains a datastream provided by the device, and 
the feed can be accessed through Xively's web API from both the Spark Core in the power-
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strip (for adding data) and from the Footprint Monitor application (for reading data). The 
structure of the service is shown in figure 8. 

As the microcontroller calculates the instantaneous power consumption in Watts at reg
ular intervals, it also numerically integrates over power to obtain values for total energy, in 
kilowatt-hours, consumed for each hour. This data is then logged to Xively, where data from 
each outlet is stored in an separate feed. These data streams are then queried when the 
application starts up. 

XiveLy Data Hierarchy 

P d Device 
ro uct Template Metadata 

Feed ~ Metadata 

Figure 8: Xively Device Data Storage Schematic [Graphic taken from Xively docs] 

2.2 Android Application 

The Footprint Meter system is centered around the user interface, which is implemented for 
Android smart devices. The application displays data gathered from each networked device 
in the user's sensor array. In particular, the application displays the data that is generated 
by the WiFi power strip, and provides controls for switching the outlets on and off. 

Data is transferred directly between the power strip and the application to acquire in
stantaneous wattage and to control the outlets. This is done using a custom HTTPclient 
object in the application. A getClient object crafts a GET request to call the Spark api and 
retrieve and display the power consumption. Similarly, a postClient object crafts a POST 
request to initialize the Spark Function that switches outlets on and off. 

Data on energy consumption over time is displayed in a bar graph, that allows for an 
hour view, a day view, and a week view, to show the user how much power was consumed 
in each of those time intervals. To obtain this data, a call is made to the Xively API via the 
android library for Xively to acquire energy data. 

The main view of the android application for the power strip is shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Main View Page of the application 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Power Strip 

A photo of the completed power strip prototype is shown in figure 10. The power strip was 
built by modifying an off-the-shelf surge protector with six outlets. Outlets on the power 
strip are monitored and controlled in groups of three, such that the total power consumption 
of the three outlets combined constitutes a single outlet to be monitored. In addition, the 
grouped outlets are switched on and off collectively. 

The wiring of the stock power strip had to be slightly modified to be passed through the 
current sensors and the solid state relays. In order to incorporate these elements, the hot 
end of the wall power line was joined to two auxiliary wires, which were passed through the 
current sensors and attached to the solid state relays. The other terminals of the relays were 
then joined to the plates of the power strip that supply voltage to user appliances. 

Figure 10: Power Strip Prototype 

When plugged in to a standard outlet, the power strip successfully powers user appliances 
normally. The power strip also successfully responds to switching commands from the Spark 
core, and appliances can be switched on and off at the push of a button from the Footprint 
Monitor application. Values for power are successfully obtained and made available over 
the internet by the spark core, and are accurate to within ± 0.5 Watts. The average power 
values calculated by the power strip for a 60 and 72 Watt incandescent light bulb in a lamp 
are shown below in Table 1, compared against the power measurement by a Kill-a-watt 
power measurement device (See figure 11). 
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Power Strip Wattage Kill-a-watt Wattage 
60 W Bulb 59.8 59 
72 W Bulb 71.6 71 

Table 1: Power Strip Wattage measurements vs. Kill-a-watt Measurements 

Figure 11: Kill-a-watt power meter 

3.2 Application 

The Footprint Monitor application, as seen in Figure 9, displays power consumption in
formation as desired, and displays energy consumption data in simple bar graphs. Energy 
consumption if viewable by hour, day, and week views. The power strip responds almost 
instantaneously to on/off commands from the application , switching appliances at a user's 
command. The application was tested both in emulation in a virtual instance of the Android 
as, and on a physical Android device. The source code for the application , as well as for 
the power strip firmware, is included in the appendices. 
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4 Conclusions and Future work 

The Footprint monitor in this paper at its current state of implementation serves as a func
tional proof-of-concept for a larger vision of a consumption monitoring framework. The 
application taps into a logging, networked power strip that reports power and energy con
sumption. In the future, however, the monitoring application would gather data from an 
array of sensing devices, and provide comprehensive feedback on a user's entire consumption 
portfolio that reflects consumption of a variety of different resources. In addition, the app 
would be most effective at changing user behavior with a highly polished user interface and 
advanced motivating features. 

4.1 Comprehensive Feedback 

In order to help users identify wasteful consumption patterns in all areas of their life, the 
framework set up by the Footprint Monitor Application would be be extended in future work 
to monitor more consumption areas. In particular, the following areas of consumption and 
resources would be important to track: 

• Transportation (Gas, Diesel, etc.) 

• Home Electrical 

• Heating (Fuel Oil, Natural Gas) 

• Water 

• Solid Waste 

Incorporating ways to monitor all of these resources would create a much more thorough 
consumption profile for the user, and would ideally help them reduce consumption even 
more. 

4.2 Integration of New Devices 

To monitor all of these devices, the networked hardware model exemplified by the WiFi 
power strip could be extended to consumption sensors of various types. One can imaging 
wireless sensors for monitoring water consumption, heating oil consumption, or even for 
solid waste streams. Many of these technologies already exist, and in this case, the challenge 
would be to incorporate existing technology into the monitoring framework. Moreover, it 
would be highly beneficial to establish a well-defined process for integrating new devices and 
building new app views into the application. In this way, the Footprint Monitor could be 
turned into an open-source project, where new modules can be created and incorporated by 
users themselves. 
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4.3 UI and Additional Features 

In order to make the feedback from the application more effective, it would be important 
to give the application a polished, easily understandable interface, with consumption graphs 
and statistics that are easily and quickly understood by users. In addition, extra motivating 
features could be incorporated into the application to give users even more motivation to 
reduce consumption based on their feedback. One such feature could be social integration, 
where a user could compete with friends or neighbors to reduce consumption. Similarly, a 
"gamification" component could be incorporated, to allow the user to compete with herself, 
earning virtual rewards or achievements for certain benchmarks. Adding these features could 
motivate even greater consumption savings for users. 

4.4 Power Strip Future Work 

For the power strip to be a viable product for a variety of users, it would be important 
to make a few modifications to the power strip. Firstly, the strip would be packaged more 
neatly in a self-contained unit, and with more compact sensors and relays. Next, an internal 
power supply for the microcontroller would be necessary, as at the present moment, it must 
be plugged in to a power source separately. Additionally, the microcontroller and the analog 
circuitry for the sensors would be mounded on a printed circuit board. Finally, it would also 
be useful to utilize sleep states in the microcontroller to shut down the wifi adapter while 
not in use in order to conserve power. 

4.5 Summary 

This report discussed the Footprint Monitor Android application and metering framework, 
and the system in its current state of implementation. At the time of this report, the 
application monitors a single networked sensing device: a WiFi power strip that measures 
power and energy consumption. For each of the outlets of the power strip, the application 
reports on instantaneous power consumption in watts, the energy consumption over various 
periods of time in kilowatt-hours, and allows the outlet to be switched on and off remotely 
over the internet. The future vision for this framework is to extend this sensor-monitor model 
to a wide variety of sensing devices so that the user may monitor his or her consumption of 
a wide variety of natural resources and hopefully learn how to reduce consumption of these 
resources. 
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5 Appendices 

5.1 Appendix A - Code 

5.1.1 Spark Core Firmware Code 
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II --------------------------------------------
II WiFi Power Strip 
II Read current-proportional voltage from outlet 
II Control outlet switches 
II Interface with Power Monitor Android App 
II 
II Log Data to Xively Feed 
II --------------------------------------------

#include "XivelyLib/ XivelyLib . h" 

Iidefault xively feed and api 
#deflne XIVEL Y JEEDID "1381262168" 
#deflne XIVELY~PIKEY"Ys44Rx3RYjQXlwFb4MwwsuLOuyuRzrFzTqUdfCUC46tIZ6A5" 

I Ixi ve ly feed update time (seconds) 
#deflne XIVEL LUPDATE_INTERVAL_SEC 10 

IIGet a power reading every 5 ms, to average over 200 ms 
#define SENSOR_SAMPLE_INTERVAL_MS 5 
#define SENSOR_UPDATE_INTERVAL_MS 400 

Ilreload default values to eeprom 
#define CONFIG_LOADDEFAULT 1 

II Define the plns for control outputs 
int sO_ctrl = DO; 
int s1_ctrl = D1; 
int status_led = D7; 

II Define the pins for sensor inputs 
int sO_read = AO; 
int s1_read = A1; 

II Create Variables to store the measured power 
double sO_power 0.0; 
double s1_power = 0.0; 

II Xively Channel Names for publishing data 
#deflne SO_CH "sO_power" 
#deflne SLCH "sLpower" 

II Datastream variables for publishing data 
I I s* _tot variables accumulate readings, 
II s*_totcount variables are used to average 
long xivelydatapoint_sOtot = 0; 
long xivelydatapoint_s1tot = 0; 
int xivelydatapoint_sOtotcount = 0; 



5.1.2 Android Code 
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package C;Of:' .. e 90. c:alebc;oc;l:rar:e . er:ergyt:'_eter; 

/ ~ . 
• CreCit:ed bJ' calebcoclu:anf; on 4/16/15. 

'/ 
public class Data ( 

private ~otr~r:g valLe - null ; 

public boolean -'-sReady () 
return (valLe !- null ); 

public ~,;tr-'-r:g getValLe () { return valLe; } 

Data.java 

public void setValLe (~otr-'-r:g valLe) { this .valLe - valLe; } 

~Overr:Jle 

public ~otr-'-r:g t()~otr-'-r:g () 
return "Data [Value- " + valLe + "]" ; 



PostClient.java 

package C;Ut:'_. e 90. c;a1ebc;uc;l:rar:e . er:ergyt:'_eter; 

import ar:lrc~d.cs.l'.syr:c;Task; 
import ar:h-u~d.>.:.t~l.Lug; 

import Java.~u.B>.:.==eredReader; 
import Java. ).1r:p'.:.t~otreat:'.Reader; 

import Java.~,).Pr~r:t'·jr~ter; 
import Java.r:et.URL; 

import javax. r:et. ssl. EttpsURLCur:r:ec;t~ur:; 

'" LOrbitcd by ci'ilcbcucIlri'int; un 4/19/15. 

"'/ 

// .r·,'c must du tllis as Ci backgruund task, elsewllere our app craslles 
class PustC1~er:t extends 1'.syr:c;Task<otr~r:g, Vu~d, ~otr~r:g> 

public ~otr~r:g du1r:Bac;kgruu:d (~otr~r:g. 10) 

~otr~r:g Tl'.G - "PostClient" ; 

Lug.d(Tl'.G, "10[0]: + 10 r O- ) ; 

+ 10 r l - ) ; Lug.d(Tl'.G, "10[1] : 

// Predefine vCiriCibles 
Str~r:g u>.:.t1 - new Str~r:g(10r O -); 

~otr~r:g =u:c; - "switch" ; 
Lug.d(Tl'.G, "Func: + =u:c;); 
Lug.d(Tl'.G, "Outl: " + u>.:.t1); 

~otr~r:g ~u - new ~otr~r:g(10r l -); 

URL >.:.r1; 

try 
/1 Stuff variables 
>.:.r1 - new URL ( "https: / /api. spark. io/vl/devices/54:ff74066672524841170167 /" + =u:c;); 
~otr~r:g parat:'_ - "access_token-56ddOc7c802f5b70f28eba7bb21cd83ff54:f7fc8&params-" + )>.:.t1+ ", " +~u; 
Lug.d(Tl'.G, "param:" + parat:'_); 

/ / Opcn a cunnectiun using HttpURLConnection 
Et tpsURLCcr:r:ec;t~ur: c;ur: - (Et tpsURLCur:r:ec;t~ur:) >.:.r1. uper:Cur:r:ec;t~ur: () ; 

c;ur:. setReadT ~t:'_eu>.:.t ( 7000 ) ; 

'·ur:. setCur:r:e c;tT ~t:'_eu>.:.t ( 7 000 ) ; 
c;ur:. setDuO>.:.tp'.:.t (true ) ; 
c;ur:. setDu1r:p>.:.t (true ) ; 
c;cr:. set1r:star:c;eFu11uwRed~re ;ts (false ) ; 
c;ur:. setReq>.:.e s trv:etl: )d ( "POST" ) ; 
c;ur:. setF~xedLer:gtl:~otreat:'_~r:gr(ude (parat:'_. getBytes () . 1er:gtl:) ; 
c;ur:. setReq>.:.e s tPruperty ( "Content-Type" , "application/x-www-form-urlencoded" ); 

// Scnd 
Pr~r:t'·jr~ter U>.:.t - new Pr~r:t'·jr~ter (c;)r:. getO>.:.tp'.:.t~otreat:'_ () ) ; 

U>.:.t .pr~r:t (parat:'_); 
U>.:.t. c;luse () ; 

c;ur:. c;ur:r:ec;t () ; 

B>.:.==eredReader ~r: - null ; 
if (c;ur:.getRespur:seC)(le() - 200 ) 

~r: - new B>.:.==eredReader (new 1r:p'.:.t~otreat:'.Reader ( ;ur:. getErr )r~otreat:'_ () ) ) ; 
Lug.d(TAG, "! -200 : " + ~r:); 

else { 
~r: - new B>.:.==eredReader (new 1r:p'.:.t~otreat:'.Reader (c;ur:. get1r:p'.:.t~otreat:'_ () ) ) ; 

Lug.d(Tl'.G, "POST request send successful: " + ~r:); 

catch (Exc;ept~ur: e) 

Lug.d(Tl'.G, "Exception" ); 
e .pr~r:t~otac;kTrac;e () ; 

return null ; 

/1 Set rwll and I>-e re good to go 
return null ; 



5.1.3 Other Code 

Python Script for testing Spark Core 
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# 
# testStrip.py 
# Caleb Cochrane 
# Simple curl call to test power strip 
# 

import sys 
from subprocess import call 

if len(sys.argv)==4: 
cmdl, cmd2, var = sys.argv[1:4] 

elif len(sys.argv)==3: 
cmdl, cmd2 = sys.argv[1:3] 
var = "50_power" 

elif len(sys.argv)==l: 
cmdl = "l7" 
cmd2 = "HIGH" 
var = "50_power" 

else: 
print "\nUSAGE: teststrip.py CMDl CMD2\n" 
exit () 

device_id = "54ff74066672524841170167" 
access tk = "56dd0c7c802f5b70f28eba7bb21cd83ff54f7fc8" 

func = "switch" 

ca ll( [" cu r l", "https: / /api. spa rk. io/vl/dev ices/"+dev ice_id+" /"+func, 
"_d", "access_token="+access_tk, 
"_d", "params="+cmdl+", "+cmd2] ) 

ca ll( [" cu r l", "-G", "https: / /api. spa rk. io/vl/dev ices/"+dev ice_id 
+" j"+va r, 

"-d" , "access token="+access tk]) 


